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<<<<<<<<<<<<< RESUME MISSION >>>>>>>>>>>>>
Cmdr. Koenig
#Walters: 14 crew members? Where were their last known positions?
Lt. T'Law
::standing at tactical waiting for orders::
Lt. Miso
::in his quarters::
Ens. Walters
::on bridge::  Commander:   From various areas of the ship.  Science and Engineering mostly.
Lt. Dara Olbrun
::scrambling with all the breakdowns around the ship::
LtJG. Micheals
::steps forward to relieve Ensign Robertson at Science 1::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
::she is able to get one scan done, and finds something alarming::
Cmdr. Koenig
#Walters: Acknowledged.
Ens. Walters
Cmdr.:  I'd suggest a sensor scan for the missing crew members.
Cmdr. Koenig
#Walters: I would agree if we had any scanners left to speak of...
Lt. Dara Olbrun
#Koenig: I've detected a microfracture in the hull...on deck one.
Ens. Walters
Cmdr.:  And perhaps Thyme's ship seems the most likely place to begin?
Ens. Walters
::recalls that we have no scanners:: Ah....
Cmdr. Koenig
::quickly turns to Olbrun:: What?
Lt.  Winston
:::enters Bridge:::::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
Koenig: A microfracture. Which means I need to get a suit on, and get that patched before it gives way.
Lt.  Winston
Cmdr. Koenig: Lt. J Winston reporting 
Lt. Dara Olbrun
Koenig: Everything else will have to wait.
LtJG. Micheals
::attempting to repair as much as possible::
Ens. Walters
::turns attention to the reports coming in from the dispatched Med. teams to the damaged areas of the ship::
Cmdr. Koenig
::pounds an Engineering console quickly:: Initiate Evacuation Alert, Deck One.
Lt. Dara Olbrun
Koenig: I'll get right on it.
Lt. Dara Olbrun
::she grabs a kit, and then goes to the nearest air lock::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
::she puts on a pressure suit, and gets ready to step outside the ship to do a little repair work::
LtJG. Micheals
::looks up frustrated and not knowing where to begin::
Ens. Walters
Cmdr.:  There are numerous injured; the Med. Teams have it under control.  No reported fatalities.
Cmdr. Koenig
#Walters: Acknowledged. Where is your present location, Doctor?
Lt. Miso
::exits his quarters and heads to the  TL::
Lt.  Winston
::: goes to console and logs in (Ops station):::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
::she slips into a Sphinx Pod, and then cycles the airlocks::
Ens. Walters
Cmdr.: On the bridge.  I'd be better use in Sickbay right now, with your permission.
Computer
<C> EMERGENCY EVACUATION DECK ONE
Computer
<C> MICROFRACTURE DETECTED POSSIBLE HULL BREECH
Lt.  Winston
:::cant log in::::
Cmdr. Koenig
#Walters: What are you doing?!?! ::panic:: Get outta there!
Lt. Dara Olbrun
::she exits the ship, and eases her way along the hull to the microfracture::
Ens. Walters
::exits bridge and goes to Sickbay::
Computer
<C> ALL COMMAND CODES BEING ROUTED TO ENGINEERING.  EVACUATE!!!
Lt.  Winston
:::goes to engineering::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
::she gets to the fracture, and begins the patching::
Lt. Miso
::hears alarms, asks the computer for the reason and is told of the evacuation of the bridge::
Lt. T'Law
::runs to engineering::
Computer
<C> Microfracture detected.  Possibility of Hull Breech imminent.
LtJG. Micheals
::evacuates bridge, rerouting science and subsystems to Main Engineering::
Lt. Miso
#Cmdr.:: “This is Miso, is there something I can do to help?
Ens. Walters
::notes that the med. staff have the incoming casualties well in hand, but can't resist looking over their shoulders::
Lt. T'Law
::Gets to engineering and reroutes control to the alpha station::
Cmdr. Koenig
::works with the force fields around the ship and tries to reroute power around to emergency areas::
Lt.  Winston
::enters TL2:::
Cmdr. Koenig
#Miso: What department are you?
LtJG. Micheals
::sees the Commander working, steps over:: CO: Sir, perhaps I could lend a hand. I believe you need the time to consider our next step.
Lt. Dara Olbrun
::she is able to contact the Commander:: #Koenig: There are dozens of mines right off the saucer section.
Cmdr. Koenig
#Olbrun: Acknowledged. ::takes ship to a manual all stop::
Ens. Walters
::looks up and sees a new patient being carried in::
Lt.  Winston
::enters Engineering:: Cmdr. Koenig Lt. Winston reporting....
Lt. Miso
#Cmdr.: "I am asst. Tactical.
Ens. Walters
::moves over and med. scans:: 
Lt. Dara Olbrun
#Koenig: Do you want me to try to move them?
Cmdr. Koenig
Winston: SO noted. I need you to help get the systems back on-line during the temp absence of Lt. Olbrun please.
Cmdr. Koenig
#Miso: ::thinks:: Report to Engineering, please.
Lt. Dara Olbrun
#Koenig: Sir?
Lt.  Winston
Cmdr.: yes sir     ::goes to try to get systems back online:
Cmdr. Koenig
#Olbrun: Can you do it safely without detonating them?
LtJG. Micheals
CO: That would be very dangerous sir, perhaps our Tactical officer would be better suited to dismantling such armaments?
Lt. Dara Olbrun
#Koenig: That is what I am trying to determine.
Cmdr. Koenig
#Olbrun: Okay... but use EXTREME caution, please.
Ens. Walters
::initiating regenerative tissue therapy on burn patient::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
#Koenig: Acknowledged.
LtJG. Micheals
::wonders at the choice the CO has made, perhaps it is another sign of his inexperience::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::she shudders at the thought of what could happen if she screws up::
Ens. Walters
#<Standby Med. Teams>  Report ASAP; serious injuries starting to come in.
LtJG. Micheals
::checks sensor readings:: CO: Sir, I am still unable to detect any mines near our hull 
Lt.  Winston
::runs system check on sub power grids::::
Cmdr. Koenig
Micheals: Frankly, Lieutenant, I trust my Chief Engineer that she will be able to do this job. Right now, I need the Tactical and Security Officers working to get the sensors and the defensive systems operational.
Ens. Walters
Cmdr.:  Casualty count is rising, as is the severity of the injuries.
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::she says a silent prayer as she reaches for the first mine::
Cmdr. Koenig
#Walters: Are all Medical Teams operational?
LtJG. Micheals
::sees the tense expression of his commanding officer and reminds himself to be more careful of his choice of words next time::
Ens. Walters
#Koenig: They are. I've called in the Standby Teams as well.
Cmdr. Koenig
#Walters: What is the Casualty Count right now?
LtJG. Micheals
::the technology used to hide these mines should be studied and may be of use in the future::
Ens. Walters
#Cmdr.:  We've had 37 personnel report to Sickbay with serious injuries.
Ens. Walters
#Cmdr.: No fatalities.
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::she sees a flashing red light on the mine she is reaching for::
Cmdr. Koenig
::breathes a sigh of relief::
Ens. Walters
::considers::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::she is able to disarm it:: #Koenig: One down, six to go.
Lt.  Winston
Cmdr. Koenig: incoming hail
Ens. Walters
#Cmdr.:  However, there are still the 14 missing crew.
Cmdr. Koenig
#Olbrun: Good work. Please keep me informed.
Cmdr. Koenig
#Walters: Thank you, Doctor.
Cmdr. Koenig
Winston: On holo-emitter.
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::she reaches for the next one, and prays::
Lt.  Winston
::: patching incoming hail:::
Captain Thyme
<COM> Commander Koenig Come in!
Lt.  Winston
Cmdr. Koenig: on screen
Ens. Walters
::continues treating the incoming wounded::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::she reaches for number three::
Captain Thyme
#Callisto:  This is Captain Thyme.  Respond Callisto.
LtJG. Micheals
::stops to see what will happen with the CO and Captain Thyme::
LtJG. Micheals
::steps forward::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::she is able to disarm it, and she breathes a sigh of relief::
LtJG. Micheals
*COM* Thyme: Sir, I am sorry, but the Captain is unable to speak with you at this time, May I be of assistance?
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::reaching for the fourth one, she hesitates::
Captain Thyme
#Callisto: We just wanted to know how you faired.
Lt.  Winston
Capt. Thyme: Lt. Winston can I be of help
LtJG. Micheals
::sees Winston step forward after him and slowly steps back to his post, looking aggravated::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::she disarms the fourth one, and then reaches for number five::
Captain Thyme
#Callisto: Is there anyway we can help?
Lt.  Winston
<COM> Capt. Thyme yes sir
Ens. Walters
::decides that her staff has things under control, and decides to move it to Engineering, to see what is happening::
Captain Thyme
#Callisto: We are a small ship, but we will help in any way we can.
Ens. Walters
::turns control of Sickbay over to second, and enters TL::
Ens. Walters
<TL> Engineering.
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::something catches her eye off to port:: #Callisto: I'm seeing something off port, and it doesn't look good.
Lt.  Winston
Lt. Micheals: let’s coordinate with Capt. thyme
Ens. Walters
::considers being polite, but realizes that it is silly to say please to a TL::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::she sees a mine floating towards her, and she sucks in a sharp breath::
LtJG. Micheals
Winston: Perhaps they can assist with scanning to find other mines, sir
Ens. Walters
::arrives at Engineering, exits TL, and enters the Engineering area::
Lt.  Winston
<COM> Capt. Thyme can you assist in scanning of mines sir?
LtJG. Micheals
::sees the Medical officer enter::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::she reaches out an appendage to slow the mine::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::she is scared to death::
Captain Thyme
#Callisto: Of course.  You were not aware of the Stealth Mines.  We are equipped to deal with them.  We will help clear your immediate area.
LtJG. Micheals
::walks over to medical officer, quietly:: CMO: The captain is over here. He seems to have suffered a head wound that we were unaware of. He simply passed out
Lt.  Winston
#Capt. Thyme please coordinate with LtJG Micheals 
Ens. Walters
::moves to the commander::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::the silence is as stifling as the fear::
Lt.  Winston
LtJG Micheals please work with Capt. Thyme on the location of the mines please
Lt. Dara Olbrun
#Callisto: Respond!
Captain Thyme
#Callisto: Understood.
LtJG. Micheals
::sees that now he is needed, steps over to temporary work station to coordinate mine retrieval with Captain Thyme
Lt.  Winston
#Lt. Olbrun? yes LT.?
LtJG. Micheals
Winston: Aye, sir
Ens. Walters
All: It is a minor concussion.  I'd suggest we transport him to sickbay immediately.
Lt. Dara Olbrun
#Winston: There is a mine floating out here, and I can't bring it to a stop. ::she moves the pod out of it's path::
Ens. Walters
My staff can have him back on duty in no time.
LtJG. Micheals
Walters: Transporter power is very low right now, can he be carried or does that risk to much damage?
Lt.  Winston
#Lt. Olbrun please communicate with LtJG Micheals he is aware of the mine situation
Ens. Walters
::smiles at Micheals:: No, no risk of damage.
LtJG. Michaels
#Captain Thyme: Can you locate the mine, sir? It is to our port side according to Lt. Olbrun
LtJG. Micheals
::hardly notices the smile of the medical officer::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
#Micheals: This mine is on course for the Sensor Module.
Ens. Walters
#Sickbay:  I need an emergency crew here, ASAP.  Captain's injured; we need to transport him back to Sickbay for treatment.
Lt.  Winston
::: talking to crew officers to receive damage check:::
LtJG. Micheals
#Olbrun: Understood, sir
Captain Thyme
#Callisto: We see it.  Moving to intercept.  Standby
Ens. Walters
#<Med. Team 10>  Walters: We're on our way.
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::she retreats, leaving three mines active::
Ens. Walters
::realizes that Koenig's injury is minor, and her staff can handle it, decides to stay on bridge::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::she can see the scrapper ship coming straight for her, and she shuts herself off to the fear::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::she grips her gear, and then nods as the scrapper removes the rest of the mines with a single sweep::
Lt.  Winston
::: checks the containment systems::
Ens. Walters
::watches as Med. Team 10 enters, and carries the captain off, decides to put in a reminder::
LtJG. Micheals
::picking up scrapper vessel and following it's course::
LtJG. Micheals
Winston: The mines are being removed as we work, sir
Lt.  Winston
rarely though
Ens. Walters
<Med. Team> I expect to be kept fully apprised of Koenig's condition, understood?
Captain Thyme
#Callisto: This is Captain Thyme. We have cleared your immediate area of mines.
Lt.  Winston
LtJG Micheals well done.. thanks
LtJG. Michaels
::continues to work, obsessed with getting full sensors online::
Lt.  Winston
LtJG Micheals: LtJG who is security ?
Ens. Walters
::takes an inconspicuous position on the bridge, watching::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::she then recalls the patch, and repairs the fracture in the hull::
LtJG. Micheals
#Olbrun: We have been informed by Captain Thyme that the mines are cleared. Are you ready to return or is there other work to be done?
LtJG. Micheals
Winston: Sir, I believe the Klingon officer is our Security Chief
Lt. Dara Olbrun
#Micheals: I have a fracture that is almost fixed.
LtJG. Micheals
Winston: He may have been injured on the bridge, sir
Lt.  Winston
LtJG Micheals: thank you 
LtJG. Micheals
#Olbrun: aye. sir
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::she completes it, and then goes back into the airlock::
Lt.  Winston
:: goes over security and begins to have the computer begin a roll check::
Ens. Walters
::notes that Med. Team 10 evacuates T'Law along with Koenig::
LtJG. Micheals
Winston: sir, I would estimate repair times in the neighborhood of 12 hours before we have any real use of all our systems. Do you agree?
Lt. Dara Olbrun
@::she gets out of the pod, and heads straight for Engineering.
Lt.  Winston
::looking over:: LtJG I would say that estimate is correct but I have a feeling it might take longer.....
LtJG. Micheals
::continues to work as he awaits Lt. Winston's evaluation::
Captain Thyme
#Callisto: This is Captain Thyme.  My ship will remain with your ship until your repairs are completed, so we can protect you from the mines.
Ens. Walters
::considers speaking::
Lt. Dara Olbrun
::she hops into a TL, and gets to Engineering posthaste::
LtJG. Micheals
::starts to respond, then stops himself abruptly:: #COM Thyme: Thank...
Lt. Dara Olbrun
::entering Engineering:: Micheals: Report.
Ens. Walters
::waits for comm. to be ended, she decides::
Lt.  Winston
LtJG Micheals: lets make sure all life support and engineering functions are priority one please
Lt. Dara Olbrun
::she moves to the comm. panel:: #Thyme: Thank you for all of your help, Captain.
LtJG. Micheals
::seeing another higher ranking officer, hrmpphhhh:: Olbrun: We are working to repair sensors first, along with security and weapons
Lt. Dara Olbrun
Micheals: Good. Carry on, Lieutenant.
LtJG. Micheals
::correcting himself:: Actually life support and critical functions were our first priority, they are in working order
Ens. Walters
::considers Thyme's motivations, considering the previous discussions::
Ens. Walters
::but holds counsel::
LtJG. Micheals
::feels dismissed by this little over eager engineer::
Lt.  Winston
LtJG Micheals: if those are in working 
Captain Thyme
[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[ PAUSE ]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]
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